Lawrence, Oct. ——That's in a name? A lot—so think officials at the University of Kansas.

They have just renamed six buildings. Some buildings have functions that have changed through the years to the extent that their old names are outdated. Others have been redesignated in the interest of clarity.

From now on, the following nomenclature is official:

The Engineering Experiment Station, known as the Mud Hut (abbreviated EES), will be called Broadcasting Hall (abbreviated BH).

Aero Quonset Hut (AERO) now is Marvin Annex (MAR-A).

Electronics Research Laboratory is Low Temperature Laboratory.

Mechanical Engineering Laboratory (MEL) and Electrical Engineering Laboratory (EEL) have become Mechanical Engineering Laboratories, North and South. All room numbers in old MEL will be followed by "S ME" and rooms numbers in old EEL, by "N ME."

Fowler Shops now is Fowler Hall.
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